
Music License

Track Title

__________________________
Download Date:

__________________________

___________________________ (“Licensee”) located at ____________________________________ 
has the right to use the above mentioned track in completed projects (“Project”) that are produced by its 
students, teachers, or administration (“User”) during the above mentioned schools Active License Period 
(“License Period”) of one year. 

As long as the track entitled _________________________(“Track”) has been downloaded from the ISM 
Music Library (“Library”) and is used in the Project that has been produced during the License Period, the 
rights to use the Track are therefore covered under the rights agreement between ISM Works, LLC and 
Warner Chapel Music, Inc.

Defined Rights:
Licensee shall have the nonexclusive right (“Rights”) to use and exhibit the Track within its Project by 
means of downloadable and/or streaming content via the internet and non broadcast video but shall also 
include local access broadcast throughout the world (“Territory”).  Examples of these rights include but 
are not limited to uploading the Project to any website on the web whether for commercial or non-
commercial use (i.e. Schooltube, Youtube, Facebook, Sneak On The Lot among others), entering the 
Project into contest or film festivals whether educational or not, playing the Projects on local access 
television, including the Project in a dvd for distributed along with including other non broadcast forms of 
distribution. 

Excluded Rights:
Licensee shall not have the right to distribute its Project as broadcast video.  Examples of Rights that are 
not granted under this license agreement include but are not limited to  broadcasting the Project on 
television (not to include local access television) or distributing the Project as a theatrical releases in 
commercial theaters for profit.  If the Licensee or User desires to obtain the broadcast rights then the 
Licensee or User must contact Warner Chapel Music Inc. and purchase them directly.  Failure to obtain 
the broadcast rights when the project is distributed via the above mentioned methods of broadcast shall 
result in an infringement of the copyright.

Track _____________________________  has been downloaded bw 

 __________________________________ for use in his/her Project.

This license is to be printed and kept with the project documentation (“The Production Notebook”) at all 
times so that the chain of title can be proven if requested by the distribution sources.  
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